Photos Clues

Name(s)______________________________

Use Page One to identify the photos that show these human and physical features. If the clue has a blank in it, fill in the blank.

#______  This photograph shows a field with animals grazing. What kind of animal is shown in the picture? ______________________

#______  This photograph shows a view of a large body of seawater known as a bay or called an oban in Scotland.

#______  This photograph shows a way to travel through a human-made body of water called a canal.

#______  This photograph shows a valley (called a glen in Scotland) and mountains (called ben in Scotland).

#______  This photograph shows a lake (called a loch in Scotland).

#______  This photograph shows a palace actually used by the Queen of England today.

Use Page Two to identify the photos that show these human and physical features. If the clue has a blank in it, fill in the blank.

#______  This photograph shows an old-fashioned school. What is the name of the round object that is a model of the Earth? ______________________

#______  This photograph shows a harbor where boats can be loaded and unloaded.

#______  This photograph shows a place of worship (a cathedral) that was used long, long ago.

#______  This photograph shows falling water as a way to power the mill.

#______  This photograph shows lots of houses and businesses. These are signs of population density.

#______  This photograph shows how cars go in a circle at the center of some Scottish cities. This is called a roundabout or traffic circle.
# ___6___ This photograph shows a field with animals grazing. What kind of animal is shown in the picture? ______sheep____________

#___1___ This photograph shows a view of a large body of seawater known as a bay or called an oban in Scotland.

#___5___ This photograph shows a way to travel through a human-made body of water called a canal.

#___3___ This photograph shows a valley (called a glen in Scotland) and mountains (called ben in Scotland).

#___2___ This photograph shows a lake (called a loch in Scotland).

#___4___ This photograph shows a palace actually used by the Queen of England today.

# ___11__ This photograph shows an old-fashioned school. What is the name of the round object that is a model of the Earth. ________________

#___7___ This photograph shows a harbor where boats can be loaded and unloaded.

#___10___ This photograph shows a place of worship (a cathedral) that was used long, long ago.

#___8___ This photograph shows falling water as a way to power the mill.

#___9___ This photograph shows lots of houses and businesses. These are signs of population density.

#___12___ This photograph shows how cars go in a circle at the center of some Scottish cities. This is called a roundabout or traffic circle.